
Garden of Alchemy

Blueprint readings



Before meeting Annabelle will prepare a personalised reading of your
Human Design Chart, Gene Keys, and Western Astrology. She will

integrate your information with prayer, practice and craft; creating a
personal container to meet you on your path. 

 
On the day, you will join in ceremony with cacao and explore your

blueprint for 3-4hours in a deeply held, intentional container. 
 

Annabelle will take you on a bespoke journey, using shamanic and
western inquiry modalities to unlock the meaning behind patterns that

show up in your life. To journey on, Annabelle will share advice to
deepen your knowledge of divination, astrology and self-inquiry.

 
The commitment for this intimate 1-2-1 experience is: £500. 

 
Bespoke containers for couples are priced at: £650

 
For small groups under 6 please ask us for a personalised quote.

 
payment plans are available, email: info@gardenofalchemy.com 

Ceremonial 
Readings 
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"The Human Design and Gene Keys session I had was both informative
and illuminating. I was surprised by how accurately my character and

personality traits were portrayed. 
 

The Cacao we drunk blended perfectly to establish my intentions and
hopes for the session and I felt relaxed and trusting of the process. 

 
Annabelle is a complete professional leaving no stone unturned to give

what is needed, and the interactive element meant that we covered
thoroughly the aspects that arose where I desired more clarity. 

 
I have found since a certain peace in knowing why I do the things I do
and am looking forward to understanding more about myself, making
decisions from a place of knowing and beginning a deeper journey of

discovery and growth." - Karen

Testimonial 



‘I knew very little about human design when I went to Annabelle, apart
from the first paragraph information of what it was to be a projector. I’ll
admit I didn’t like what I read and couldn’t relate it to myself. I chose to
invest in a cacao ceremony with a bluerint reading with Annabelle as I

have worked with her many times before on her retreats, cacao, Kambo
ceremonies, and on a couples day with my partner. So I already knew

that every penny invested in her is so worth it. It’s been truly life
changing work. 

 
And the reading elevated things even more. 

Annabelle created such safe space, her intuition is incredible. Her love
and warmth alongside her grounded presence and honesty is incredibly

powerful. 
 

I was worried that the information might be generic or that I still
wouldn’t be able to relate to it (or that I’d be triggered by it), but

Annabelle took bespoke to a whole new level and I learnt more in those
few hours together about myself than I have in decades. 

 
So much clicked into place about what I need, how I work and I had

some huge perspective shifts that I’m still integrating now. I’ve invested
in a lot of mentors over the years and Annabelle is one of those special
people that ignites real, powerful, lasting insight and change in you in
the most safe yet empowering way. If you’re curious about having a

human design reading with her I encourage you to jump in with both
feet. It’s truly life changing.’

Testimonial 



You can explore the surface layer of your design for free online by
visiting:

https://genekeys.com for your Gene Keys reading.
https://human.design/chart-reports/free for your human design chart. 

 
We're here for you, should you wish to journey deeper.

 
Blessings,
Annabelle

Find your Reading
Online 
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